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 play-call.com We're the ultimate source for free public domain sheet music, mp3, music sheets, sheet music downloads, instructional books, .Q: List a part of an array I am building a random game, and I am storing all of the sprites for each level into a list and then I am randomly picking a sprite from the list to use on the screen. My question is, if I have 200 sprites in the list and I want to randomly
pick a number between 0 and 199, what would be the best way to do this? Thanks. A: You could write a function to return an integer between two numbers. def randomBetween(start,end): return random.randrange(start,end) And then you can use it like this: x = randomBetween(0, 200) print x Q: Web Server Scripting - Get User Input How can I save an input from a user in Web Server Scripting? For
example Input: In a web server scripting, how can I get the value from the input to a variable? In case the submission doesn't work (i.e. not using POST): function is_post() { return (isset($_POST) || isset($_REQUEST)); } if (is_post()) { $username = htmlspecialchars(trim($_POST['username'])); In case the submission does work, try $username = $_POST['username']; If it doesn't work, you should

provide a bit more detail, like the exact error message, and a bit more context. For example, is it working when using GET instead of POST, what version of PHP are you using, and what version of the browser are you using? Is it the first form, the second form, or the entire page? etc. Empty paragraph tags in HTML I have a form that uses paragraph tags for elements. 82157476af
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